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Environment Question Bank 14u J6 

F.Y.B.Con. 
1 In a particular place where a group of living being live is known as O"-20 lattitate area on earth is khown ns ... 

Under which categvry of animals does the eohate comes? 
What is the proportion of earbon- dl- oxide in atmosphere ? 
What is the special nanme for sea study 7 
Which is the basic unit of the study of living nnimales ? 

-Population 2 

Equator 3 

Mammal 4 

-0.036% 5 
- Ocenography 6 

Species Where any kind of living beings live is lunows AS .... 
To which class does the Tiger belong in respiratory system ? 
Who converts the solar energy into fovd energy in lora? 

Biosphere 
3r 9 

- Clorophile 10 Which kind of Flora Mould is ? 
-A flora wh 

single part 
Exept pet animals and 

except all living beings 
useful in ripe of flora 

has o 
What is wild life ?. 

Which is the unitto measure 1 M015 
What type of laws were introduced to control all types of population? 

12 

Decible 13 

-the environment act 
1986. (Protection) 14 Which is green-bouse gas ? 

CO2 How many types of bird are found in the world ? 
16 Which is the conmunity that posséss highest numbers of eastes ? 17 Gujarat National sea organisation is situated near which city? In which Year Indian Government organised schedule for water 

15 

9700 

Sandhipad 
Jamnagar 18 

1974 pollution control ? 
How much kilograms of air does a human being use? 
Under which subject the study of balanced inter relation between living beings is studied ? 

19 

16 20 

2 
Which is the name of virus which causes cancer? 
Where is Khiiadiya Bird century located ? 
Where is the bear century located in North Gujarat ? 

22 
- Carcenogen 23 
- Saurashtra 

-Jaisor 

Which gas was leaked during Bhopal gas accident ? 
Which Dam broke during morbi flood? 

28 In which country was the world mountain assembly was organised in Brazil 

26 

-Methyl Isocyanide 27 

-Machchhu 

199t 
When is the earth day celebrated ? 

30 By what day is 5th June celebrated? 

29 

April 22nd 
- World Environment 

day 31 In which city is the administrative office of Bombay Natural History society located? 
32 In which branch of knowledge was Dr. Salim Ali scholar ? 33 Which substance when gathered in a body causes silicosis ? 34 Due to Acid rain when all the fishes of a pond dies, so what is that 

- Mumbai 

- Birds 

- Silica 

Dead pond pond ealled ? 
35 In which subject we get to know about taking care and to obtain teak Silviculture wood ? 

36 What do you learn from horticultare? 
- Irrigated farming 37 By which name is silk worm business known ? 
- Sere culture 38 Which of the following animal is social live ? 

39 On the bank of river Ramganga which famous institute exist ? 
Wood-worm 
Corbat National Park 



SCM- What is the decibal point of noise pollution? l What punishment is given to a person responsible for water pollution under setion E.P.Co 1860 ? 
The first act about water pollution in India 

80 
- Act 277 

42 

Shore Nusence (Bamnbe 
and Colab) Act 1853 

43 For what the forest conversation aet 1980 is ? - To stop the destroyment 
44 nder which nct is a person punished if he cuts the trees knowlingly ? - Saurashtra falling of 

of forests 

trees' (In fiction of 

punishment) Act 1951 45 Trom which year the Gujarat Air nct came into0 existance ? 

Which is the main Mora in Meghroov forest 
Which vegetation is vwithout leaves and sceds ? 

48 In which district the Natural Education snnetuary is ? 

1981 
46 

Tiwar 
47 

Hanshraj 
Rajkot 
Vegetarian 

49 Is wild ass vegetarian or non-vegetarian ? 

S0 What is the english word for wild cow ? 

Which animal eats every living thing? 
52 In which duration Berries should be sown? 
53 Which subject teaches about different disense nnd their levels and 

possibilities 

Blue bull 
51 Bear 

- October -November 

Pathology 

54 By which name is living being known kaving primary class of cel12 

Where is Royal Botanical Garden located ? 

56 Which reptile, changing color, is found in the forest of Taranga ? 

Germs 
Que 

-Chameleon 
How much weiglht does the silvoya tree contain? 

8 In which disease is Sarpagandha flora used ? 

57 - 600 ton 

To control blood 

pressure 
Maharashtra, 1993 39 When and in which state did the earthquake of Latur take place ? 

60 Which is India's national flower ? Rose 
61 Which is India's national animal? 

62 The area from the earth to the height of 100 km. is known as 
- Tiger 

- Thermosphere 

63 

64 

65 By which name the impurity floating in air is known? 

Which animal is famous in Gir National sanctuary? 

67 How long is the sea coast of Gujarat ? 

SPM 
66 Lion 

1660 kms 
68 Which tree grows more on the sea-coast of Gujarat? 

69 What gives maximum contribution for water pollution? 

- Coconut 

- Floating and broken oil 

tankers in sea 
70 Which is the problematie garbage to be destroyed now days ? 

Which is inactive gas in atmosphere? 

72 Which of the following elements are counted as the producer in 

- Plastic 

1 SO 
- Flora 

environment ? 

73 Which layer of air proteets human life on earh ? Ozone 
74 In which district Kabirvad situated ? Bharueh 
75 Where can we find the population of wild ass? The little desert of 

Kachchh 
76 In which sanctuary the populâtion of teak wood is found more? 
77 In a particular place all lkinds of population of all lives is called 
78 Which device is used to measure temperature ? 

79 Which publishes the names of rare species? 

V. Wasand 

- Biomass 

Thermometer 
Red data 

Which is the biggest respiratory system on the carth ? 

Under whieh category does the wvhale come 
During day tiniegas is given to us by flora ? 

Ocean 
81 

Mammal 
82 

Oxygen 



Which animal does not possess teeth? Which is the largest animal on the earh? Which is the longest river in Gujarat? 

s3 

84 
Turtle 

85 
86 

- Whale 

Which device is used to measure the shock of earthquake 87 What is herbicide medicide used for? 

Sabarmati 

Sysmograph 
Wecd 88 What type of business is Apiculture? 89 with which calamity is the word 'Epicentre' related ? On which day the world environment day is celebrated 91 Whieh is the highest mountain in Gujarat ? 

Honeybee farming 
Earthquake 

- 5th June 

Shetrunjya 92 Which is the smallest bird? Humming bird 
Which doctorine was presented by charles Darwin ? 
94 At which place in North Gujarat the river Narmada and the river 

Theory of evolution 

Siddhapur 
saraswati were brought into contact? 

95 In which month is the wild life week celebrated? - May 

96 Which bird lays cggs in other bird's nest ? 

Which animal gives birth to young one ? 

98 In which state the flood condition is normal for every year? 

Which country was affected by earthquake on 18th October 2005 ? 

100 What s called to the young one of camel? 
101 Which bird is known as Gujarat National Bird ? 

- Cuckoo 

97 - Scorpion 

- Bihar 

Pakistan 99 

- Botdu 

- Falmingo 

102 Which continent is called animal museum ? Australia 
103 Which is not the member of food chain ? - Liverworm 

-Inosphere 104 In which layer of atmosphere the life can not be seen? 
105 Which animal possess longest life span ? -Tortoise 
106 Which region has the lowest tempreture ? - Arctic 

107 What is growth rate of population in the world? 

108 Where is the maximum growth of Bamboo in Gujarat? 
109 Which knowledge is necessary to forecast about Earthquake ? 

2% 

- Dang 

- Geology 

110 What is the population of the earth? 
111 How much forest area should be in standard condition on the world? 33% 

-Six thousand million 

112 Geographical area with less than five thousand population is called Town 

High birthrate and the 
growth of medicine 

- Pneumonia 

113 Which is the main reason for the increasement for population? 

114 Which of the following disease is not caused by water ? 

in relation with environment. 115 To stop erosion we should 
116 How much percentage of water covers the earth ? 

117 By which name is the region known from London to Benkingham in 

- To sow Trees 

more than 70% 

-Dark region 
relation with environment ? 

-Ait pollution 
119 Which of the followings is not counted in the 'Red list' of rare species ? - Lost specics 

118 To control what the standard of Euro 1 and Euro 2 were executed ? 

is prepared to keep the record of numerical condition of different 
kinds of living animates' species. 

121 This garbage is de-gradable solid garbage. 
122 According to survey in 1996 in New York city police got 

unheritaged vehicles scrap. 
123 In our country the solid garbage is used for which purpose? 

120 - Red data book 

- Used sugar cane 

40,000 

- To fill pits away from 

society 
- Solid garbage 124 Which place becomes residence for harmful small animal like mouse? 

125 By which method is the solid garbage of farmacy used ? - To use in bio-gase plant 

126 According to survey in A grade citieston solid garbage is 
produced. 

- 20 Lakh 



Sem2 
127 Which of the following solid garbage is problematie for the world to - Plastic 

dispose? 
128 Which is the biggest source of water on the earth ? 129 In relation with Indian industry things are failed. 130 According to the report of UNESCO in 2025 

Ocean 

- Water and energy 

50% population of the 
will be at the area of sca-coast of the world. 

What gives maximum contribution for water polnutton 7i 
- Floating and broken oil 

(ankers in sea 

5 Accidently spreaded oil on the surface of the sea causes Decreasement of O, 

LS5 Where can we find the forest of meghroov 
Shallowy and alluvium 

area 

Cyanide, Iron and What was the reason for the death of 80,000 fishes at "Bombay Ilaji 

Mota' in 1985? Mercury 
When mithyl turns into 

When mercury becomes poison by eolleeting in fishes ? 

mercury 

AIDS 
36 Which disease is known as the most dangerous disease now days ? 

To use clothes and 57 This reason can not be counted as the causc of AlDS. 
vessels of patient 

Western blood test 
138) By this test the AlDS can be firmly diagnosed ? 

139 AIDS is counted as the most dangerous discase because This disease is in 

heritage disease 

If HIV can be found in 140 This person is known as the transporter of HIV 
blood 

- HIV virus 141 is the virus of AIDS 

142 This disease happens due to blood contact. - AIDS

143 How can we test Thelesemia ? - Blood test 

144 The reason for diabetes is 
145 Which city of Gujarat has the largest population ? 

146 How muech land can be shared in context with now days population ? 0.17 hectare 

147 How much percentage of the water on the earh is useful? 
148 In which country does the Lion and the Tiger exist ? 

149 Which species of animal will be lost in the centre of the 20th century in Leopard 

- Ahmedabad 

3% 
- India 

India? 

50 Which wild animal has the largest size ? White bear

151 On which day is world forest day celebrated ? 21st March 

percentage of land of Gujarat is forest. 

153 Which wild animal lives with family in open forest ? 

152 9.7% 

Lion 

154 On whieh day is the world environment day cclebrated ? Sth June

155 What is anthrax ? Disease 
156 Which of the following disease is not related with water pollution ? 

157 Malaria is spreaded by 
158 In drinking water, the excessive amount of 

Common cold 

Mosquito 
causes florosis. Floride 

159 percentage is of forest in total land of India. 23% 

160 In which distriet of Gujarat half Desert is situated ? Surendranagar 
161 Extreme use of unnatural fertilizer eauses for the crop. harm 

162 In cement industries is used the most. lime stone 

163 Injection, bottles of medicine, bandaging or human limbs as garbage is - bio-chemical garbage 
called 

164 Be, Mosquito, Cockroach etc. are 
165 T.B. is related with 
166) is the apparatus (instrument) to measure the intensity of noise. Octavemeter

for human beings. harmful 

Respiratory system 

167 The noise more than. decible is harmful. 75 
168 Jn atmosphere coat constrain Ultra violet rays. Ozone 



SEm-1 s 
169 can not be reused. 
170 Which gas has most percentage in atmosphere? 171 To live which gas we need ? 172 Plastic 

173 Animals can digest plastic. (True or False) 174 In Gujarat Gir sanctuary protects 

- Coal 

- Nitrogen 

fertility in land. -decreases 

- FALSE 

animal. Lion 
DWhich name the element responsible for the beget of caneer known - Carcinogen 

176 The brid flue disease can be seen in Birds 
177 Which is Green house gas ? CO 

1 The giant fish seen near the sea shore of Snurashtra is 

180 The destruction of the animal like dinosaur was due to falling of 

Whale shark 

6.5 crore 

meteor before years as it is believed. 

181 Which flora was sown in Gujarat before few years to stop Foreign acacia 

increasement of dcsert ? 

182 Of which tree's coating is used as homeopathic medicine for cardiac Arjun 
disease ? 

183 Which animal of the followings eats its own pedigree ? 

184 Which is not the type of pollution given below? 
185 Air poilution is human generated process. (True or False) 

is not included in primary polluter. 

is not impurity floating in the air. 

Snake 

Radioactive pollution 

TRUE 
186 

187 - CO 

188 In human body, the total percentage of liquid, the water shares more - Up to 70 

than percentage. 
189 Malaria is spreaded by. Female Anophelish 

mosquitos 
-Mercury 

190 Minimota' disease is the fission of 
191 DDT is 

192 Injection, bottles of medicine, bandaging or human limbs as garbage is 
insecticide 

bio-chemical garbage 
called 

193 Which is not the reason of the noise pollution ? Noise of birds 
194 Which is not the effect of the noise pollution? fever 
195 T.B. is related with_ system. 
196 Noise absorbent is used in 

is Radio active 

-Respiratory system 
-Industrial unit 197 

Uranium 
198 Which factor is not responsible for the Green house effect ? 
199 Which gas has most percentage in atmosphere? 
200 Where any kind of living animates live is called 

increasing forests 
Nitrogen 
Biosphere 


